China Structured Finance Portal
A comprehensive state-of-the-art web-based solution that allows for
structuring, analysis and reporting on the Chinese ABS market.
Key Features
» Integrated Platform Analytics
The China Structured Finance Portal allows users to monitor performance data, conduct
thorough cashflow analysis, and build waterfall models. It is an integrated platform that
connects Moody’s China ABS cashflow library with accurate and timely static and
performance data. Powered by Moody’s Analytics, Inc. (Moody’s Analytics) advanced cashflow
engine, investors can easily run scenario analysis anywhere with internet access. We serve
both domestic and overseas clients with full support for both Chinese and English languages.

» Enhanced Chinese ABS Content
Our modern technology gives users an intuitive way to access Moody’s Analytics
comprehensive and up-to-date Chinese ABS data and model libraries. This web-based
platform supports workflows to help users standardize and derive data and build models
internally. Our industry content provides the information you will need for making
investment decisions in this market.
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» Cashflow Structuring Capabilities
We offer an optional module with complete waterfall structuring functionality covering all
deal types in the Chinese ABS market. With an easy to use drag-and-drop waterfall design
feature, users have the flexibility to build their own cashflow models on our website.

» Enhanced Visualizations
The platform offers enhanced visualizations for reporting on all levels of data in the
Chinese securitization market. It aggregates current deal data across multiple dimensions
so users can easily analyze their holdings and assess potential risk across portfolios
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CONTACT US
Find out more information about Moody’s Analytics award
winning products and solutions.

www.moodysanalytics.com/contact-us

CONTACT DETAILS
For more information, contact us at sfportalsupport@moodys.com or alternatively at a location below:

AMERICAS

+1.212.553.1653
clientservices@moodys.com

EMEA

+44.20.7772.5454
clientservices.emea@moodys.com

ASIA (EXCLUDING JAPAN)

+852.3551.3077
clientservices.asia@moodys.com

JAPAN

+81.3.5408.4100
clientservices.japan@moodys.com
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